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SUMMARY

Scope

This routine inspection was conducted by two resident inspectors
and a visiting regional inspector in the areas of plant
operations, security, radiological controls, and licensee action
on previous inspection items. Numerous facility tours were
conducted and facility operations observed. Backshift
inspections were conducted on April 8, 9, 18, 28, and 30, 1992.

Results:

One violation waa identified regarding the review of work request
instructions, as follows:

50-302/92-10 01 Violation - Failure tc perform required
review and approval of work request instructions.-

.

A high radiation area door was found open and unattended by the
inspector on April 14, paragraph 3.c.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J. Alberdi, Manager, Nuclear Plant Operations
*G. Becker, Manager, Site Nuclear Engineering Services
*G. Boldt, Vice President Nuclear Production
*J. Brandely, Manager, Nuclear Integrated Scheduling
*J. Buckner, Nuclear Regulatory Specialist
*J. Campbell, Supervisor, Nuclear Plant Security
*E. Froats, Manager, Nuclear C spliance
*G. Halnon, Manager, Nuclear Plant System Engineering
*B. Hickle, Director, Quality Prograns
*D. Kurtz, Manager, Site Nuclear Quality Assurance
*K. Lancaster, Superintendent, Nuclear Maintenance Work

Controls
*W. Marshall, Nuclear Operations Superintendent:

| *P. McKee, Director, Nuclear Plant Operations
*R. McLaughlin, Nuclear Regulatory Specialist
*B. Moore, Nuclear Maintenance Superintendent
*V. Roppel, Manager, Nuclear Plant Maintenance
*W. Rossfeld, Manager, Site Nuclear Services
*R. Widell, Director, Nuclear Operations Site Support
*K. Wilson, Manager, Nuclear Licensing
*R. Yost, Supervisor, Quality Audits

Other licensee employees contacted included office,
operations, engineering, maintenance, chemistry / radiation,
and corporate personnel.

NRC Resident Inspectors

*P. Holmes-Ray, Senior Resident Inspector
*R. Freudenberger, Resident Inopector

* Attended exit interview

Acronyms and initialisms used throughout this report are
listed in the last paragraph.

2. Plant Status and Activities

The plant operated at full power until April 20, when a
power reduction to 85 percent power was performed to allow
for pre outage activities to be initiated on the main
condenser retubing project. Power was further reduced to
approximately 65 percent following a trip of the "A"
condensate pump on April 22. The plant was shut down for i

the 8R refueling outage on April 30.

During the week of April 6, a specialist inspection of
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Emergency Preparedness was conducted. The results of this ;

inspection were documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-
302/92 09.

On April 15, the Chief, Reactor Projecte Branch 2 of the NRC
Region II Office was on site for a plant tour.

,

3 Plant Operations (71707, 93702, & 40500)

Throughout the inspection period, facility tours were
conducted to observe operations and maintenance activities
in progress. The tours included entries into the protected
areas and the rsdiologically controlled areas of the plant.
During these inspections, discussions were held with
operators, health physics and instrument and controls
technicians, mechanics, security personnel, engineers,
supervisors, and plant management. Some operations and
maintenance activity observations were conducted during
backshifts. Licensee meetings were attended by the
inspector to observe planning and management activities.
The inspections confirmed the licensee's adherence to safe
plant operation in accordance with 10 CFR, Technical
Specifications, License Conditions, and Administrative
Procedures.

a. Operational Events

on April 22, with the plant at approximately 85 percent
power, the 'A' condensate pump was removed from service
due to damage to the pump controller. A power-
reduction to 65 percent was executed to prevent
operation in excess of the remaining condensate pump's
capability. Plant operators responded appropriately
and reduced power in a controlled fashion.

On April 24, evaluation or calculations to support an
apparent failure of differential pressure testing of
motor operated valve EFV-14, an emergency feedwater
block valve, during the mid cycle outage in October
1991, indicated that the valve was unable to perform
its design function of closing against full
differential prescure during a steam line break
accident. Compensatory actions to administrative 1y
control EFV-14 and a similar valve in the same
application, EFV-11, in the closed position were
implemented. This-action was based on information that
the valves were capable of opening to support accident
analysis assumptions. Regional inspectors were on site
during the week of-May 4, 1992 to review the licensee's
actions regarding this issue. The results of their
inspection is documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-
302/92-11.
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b. Control Room Chart Recorders ,

t'
On April 22, while conducting control room
observations, the inspector noted that the control room
chart recorders were not dated. Administrative
Instruction, AI 500, Conduct of Operations, section
4.3.1, General Practices for Shift Records, indicates
that the date should be placed on each chart daily
during the 0000 0800 shift.

The chart recorders were vecified to be properly dated
on two subsequent occasions during the inspection
period.

The inspector considered this isolated deficiency to be
'

indicative of a lack of attention to detail on the part
of the control room operators.

c. Radiological Protection Program

Radiation protection control activities were observed
to verify that these activities were safely conducted
while focusing on ALARA. These observations included:

Entry to and exit from contaminated areas,-

including step-off pad conditions and disposal of
,

contaminated clothing;
Area postings and controls;-

Work activity within radiation, high radiation,-

and contaminated areas;
RCA exiting practices; and-

Proper wearing of personnel monitoring equipment,-

protective clothing, and respiratory equipment. -

On April 14, 1992, the resident inspector found fully
open the normally shut and locked mesh door to-the.high |

radiation area called the triangle room. No entry or
exit activity was ongoing through the door and no-
personnel were observed in the area. The door was
closed and locked by the licensee about two minutes
after it was found open.

The licensee interviewed the personnel who had been
working in the triangle room and found that they-had
left the room at about 9:10 a.m. and.had pulled the
door shut behind them but did not check it
latched / locked-shut. The NRC inspector found the door
fully open about 1.5 hours later. Surveys taken af ter
the event showed no area greater than 1000 millirem per
hour. The highest dose rate obtained was approximately
200 millirem per hour. Therefore, in accordance with i
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TS, a locked access was not required.

The licensee counseled the employee involved, all
contractor personnel were instructed as to their
responsibilities with regard to High Rad Gates prior to
commencing work on April 15, 1992, and all shops were
instructed in the rules governing work in High
Radiation Areas. Over the past several years there has
been no history of high radiation gates being lef t
open.

d. Security Control

In the course of the monthly activities, the inspector
included a review of the licensee's physical security
program. The performanco of various shifts of the
security force was observed in the conduct of daily
activities to include: protected and vital areas
access controls; searching of personnel, packages, and
vehicles; badge issuance and retrieval; escorting of
visitors; patrols; and compensatory posts. In
addition, the inspector observed the operational status
of protected area lighting, protected and vital areas
barrier integrity, and the security organization
interface with operations and maintenance. No
performance discrepancies were identified by the
inspectors.

e. Fire Protection

Fire protection activities, staffing, and equipment
were observed to verify that fire brigade staffing was
appropriate and that fire alarms, extinguishing
equipment, actuating controls, fire fighting equipment,
emergency equipment, and fire barriers were operable.

Two fire drills were observed, one on April 20, and one
on April 23. The first drill involved a simulated fire
in an outside dumpster. This drill was performed
satisfactorily, however the inspector noted that one
hose had an excessive bend radius. This observation
was discussed with licensee fire protection personnel.
The second drill included simulation of two injured
persons. Response to the drill was timely and
simulation and actuation was superb. The drill was
critiqued with all participants attending.

In conclusion, fire protection activities observed were
performed well.

Violations or deviations were not identified.

-
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4. Maintenance and Surveillance Activities (62703 & 61726)
Surveillance tests were observed to verify that approved
procedures were being used; qualified personnel were
conducting the tests; tests were adequate to verify
equipment operability; calibrated equipment was utilized;
and TS requirements appropriately implemented.

The following tests were observed and/or data reviewed:

SP-115, Reactor Protection System Response Time Test;-

and

SP-146A, EPIC Monthly Functional Test on Channels "A"-

and "C".

In addition, the inspector observed maintenance activities
to verify that correct equipment clearances were in effect;
work requests and fire prevention work permits, as required,
were issued and being followed; quality control personnel
performed inspection activities as required; and TS
requirements were being followed.

Maintenance was observed and work packages were reviewed for
the following maintenance activities:

WR 292486, Differential Pressure Test of Motor Operated-

Valve MUV-257;

WR 295537, Temporary Power for Condenser Retube Work;-

and

WR 295930, "A" Emergency Diesel Generator Jacket-

Coolant Leak.

Overall, surveillance and maintenance activities observed
and discussed above were performed in a satisfactory manner
in accordance with procedural requirements and met the
requirements of the TS.

Violations or deviations were not identified.
5. Licensee Action on Previously Identified Inspection Findings

(92702 & 92701)

a. (Closed) UNR 302/92-07-01 - Review of Licensee's
Controls to Ensure Work Roquest Work Instructions
Receive TS 6.5.1.6 Required Reviews. This unresolved
item involved two examples of work instructions
included in work requests to perform maintenance or

,

testing.
|
i

|
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; Inspection during this report period included a review t

j of the licensee's administrative controls associated -

i with WR work instruction reviews, including

! Administrative Instructions AI-300, Plant Review
rommittee Charter, AI-400A, Description and General'

i Administration of Plant Procedures, AI 4008, i

; Originating New Procedures, AI 400C, Permanent
Procedure Sovisions and Nuclear Operations Directive

i NOD-12, Implementation of TS 6.8.1.a. Discussions wers
i also conducted with plant personnel including the PRC
} Chairnan.

I intis inspection activity identified that NOD-12, ,

) Implementation of TS 6.8.1.a, included a detailed '

' evaluation for determining activities which require r

approved procedures prior to implementation. The ,

evaluation process described in NOD-12, an upper tier !
:

| procedure intended to provide Nuclear' Operations ;

; policy, was not incorporated into lower tier procedures ,

'

L routinely referenced by plant personnel.
!

! The licensee established a task force to review the
j content of NOD 12, to possibly rewrite it to make its -
| content more user friendly, and to provide guidance on: ,

j hew best to implement its provisions. The task force
was to develop an action plan and provide it to the PRC

-

Chairman by Nhy.23, 1992. ,

It appeared to the inspector that-this plan would .
.

clarify when work instructions were requiredtto beE

approved procedures, which addressed.the cause of,
'

example (1). However, these actions did notiseem
likely to ensure PRC review of proposed tests.that
affect nuclear safety to correct the issue identified
in example (2) .

_m

Purther, interim actions to ensure work instructions4

j received appropriate reviews until the task force
j recommendations are implemented were not identified. -

The two examples of failure to perform-required review?4

and approval-of WR work instructions are violation of
TS 6.5.1.6. (VIO 50-302/92-10-01). -

,

'

6. Exit Interview- 4

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on May 4,
.1992, with.those persons indicated-in paragraph 1. The- '

inspectors described the areas. inspected and discussed in
~

detail.the~ inspection resulta listed below. -Dissenting-
: comments-were not received from the_ licensee. Proprietary

information is not contained in this report.
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7.

Item Number Description and Reference

50 302/92 10-01 VIO - Failure to perform required review
and approval of work request
instructions

7. Acronyms and Abbreviations

AI - Administrative Instruction i
ALARA - As Low As Resonably Achievable
CFR - Code of Federal Regulations
DC - Decay Heat Closed Cycle Cooling
EPIC - Emergency Feedwater Initiation & Control
FPC Florida Power Corporation
NOD Nuclear Operations Directive
NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
FM - Preventive Maintenance

Plant Review CommitteoPRC -

SC Secondary Services Closed Cycle Cooling
SW Nuclear Services Closed Cycle Cooling
RCA - Radiation Control Area
SP - Surveillance Procedure
TS Technical Specification s

UNR - Unresolved Item
VIO - Violation
WR Work Request

.
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